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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

French fashion label Louis Vuitton is trekking "Towards a Dream" with new iterations of a travel-inspired content
continuum, executed in partnership with Dutch photographer Viviane Sassen.

Chile and the U.S. serve as countries of choice for the brand's newest additions to a six-chapter series that explores
surreal settings worldwide. Louis Vuitton's digital drops enact the spirit of travel, evoking one's inner child while
keeping its own luggage options top-of-mind during one of the busiest travel seasons of the year.

Towards a dream
Similar to previous geographic tributes shot on Iceland's coastline (see story), in the throughs of the Agean Sea
magnate city of Milos, Greece, amid Jordan's archeological site of Petra and the desert valley of Wadi Rum (see
story) and on a tidal island in France's Mont Saint-Michel, the fifth chapter of the house's ongoing series sees Louis
Vuitton presenting a fine-tuned cinematic production.

Separate from and unlike those released before it, however, "Towards a Dream in Chile" opens with extraterrestrial
flair.

Louis Vuitton's "Towards a Dream in Chile" campaign video

Just shy of two minutes in duration, the clip begins as an unusual spacecraft hovers against a sunset-colored sky,
projecting a number of glowing orbs of light onto the Earth's desert surface.

A young child rests beneath the wonder, observing its operations before the apparatus glides away. Shown shortly
thereafter, a small army of children marches forth during daylight, complete with Louis Vuitton water bottle carriers
strapped crossbody and "Palm Springs" backpacks in tow, both in distinctly branded checkered monogram canvas
leather prints.

In an almost post-apocalyptic creative treatment, all characters wear the same garb turtlenecks and pants of black
and dark blues cover the cast head to toe, while snowboots support the mission at hand.
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A subsequent scene is marked by a soundtrack of higher intensity, and two vastly different landscapes, hinting at the
regional diversity of Chil's weather conditions across seasons. One initial shot showcases the crew making their
way across rocky terrain. The other touts a tundra of sorts.

The audience remains in the latter climate for an introduction to the plot's inciting incident.

The group then stumbles upon a Louis Vuitton trunk in the snowy hills of Chil. A camera captures the crew's excited
expressions from inside the hard-cased Malle Courrier 110. Once opened, the glowing orbs from start appear again,
this time floating up in front of the young audiences' eyes before banding together to create a spectacular sensorial
experience.

A scene from Louis  Vuitton's  Chilean "Towards  a Dream" content. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

Suddenly, day activities turn to an ethereal night gathering as together, the glowing collective charts a path towards
freedom.

One of its human counterparts musters up the gall to wave the lit-up cluster goodbye.

Comparatively, a majority of campaign imagery and film segments feature Louis Vuitton's iconic luggage. Central to
the video's storyline, in fact, Louis Vuitton's heritage item is constructed from Gaboon, poplar and beech wood.

Shown on the Chilean mountainside in a monogram canvas, the object of desire will run its owner a cool $46,500.
The trunk takes center stage in both this and an earlier edition, one which takes place stateside.

Louis Vuitton's "Towards a Dream in the USA" campaign video

Louis Vuitton's U.S. iteration is a spectacle set in the grasslands. In its first few seconds, the brand's Malle Courrier is
displayed with a mirrored bottom, providing a window into other worlds once the clip's main character steps inside.

The cast of children stays consistent, this time bringing their box seaside for extended exploration.

Both dialogue-less, the duo of global content duo celebrates the role that travel plays in keeping minds malleable, its
subjects embracing an ethos of endless possibility, to which they remain open.

LV's Craft
Like a few other luxury goods entities, trunks are closely tied to the brand's origins.

According to the LVMH-owned company, the first Louis Vuitton trunk was introduced in 1858, designed by founder
Louis Vuitton Malletier and marking the label's opening range.

Louis Vuitton's "What is Savoir-Faire: The Art of Craftsmanship" video series hearkens back more closely its trunks
were first to go flattop to enable stacking on rail journeys, and its lock arrived along with visuals of the patent and the
LV entwined logo (see story).

The ultimate house symbol of craftsmanship, the house has continued to promote this piece of its  heritage through
roaming exhibits (see story) and in-store presentations (see story), custom celebratory trunks for major events (see
story) and, importantly, contemporary takes for the 21-century traveler (see story).
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